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The last quarter century spans the publication of the first assessment report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in 1990 and the latest report pub-
lished in 2013–2014. The five assessment reports appearing over that interval
reveal a marked increase in the number of paleoclimate studies addressing the
climate of the last 2000 years (the Common Era). An important focus of this work
has been on reconstruction of hemispheric and global temperatures. Several early
studies in this area generated considerable scientific and public interest, and were
followed by high-profile and sometimes vitriolic debates about the magnitude of
temperature changes over all or part of the Common Era and their comparison to
20th- and 21st-century global temperature increases due to increasing levels of
atmospheric greenhouse gases. Behind the more public debates, however, several
consistent themes of scientific inquiry have developed to better characterize cli-
mate variability and change over the Common Era. These include attempts to col-
lect more climate proxy archives and understand the signals they contain,
improve the statistical methods used to estimate past temperature variability from
proxies and their associated uncertainties, and to compare reconstructed temper-
ature variability and change with climate model simulations. All of these efforts
are driving a new age of research on the climate of the Common Era that is devel-
oping more cohesive and collaborative investigations into the dynamics of climate
on time scales of decades to centuries, and an understanding of the implications
for modeled climate projections of the future. © 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
The farther backward you can look, the farther
forward you are likely to see.
—Winston Churchill
This well-known comment by Winston Churchillasserts that there are lessons of history that help
us better understand the present and more clearly
anticipate the future. Herein we review the applica-
tion of this tenet to paleoclimatology, the scientific
field that seeks to estimate, or reconstruct, Earth’s
past climatic states and interpret the causes of past
variability. We principally address climate recon-
structions of the past two millennia, a period of time
known as the Common Era (CE), that use proxies
for climate information prior to the instrumental rec-
ord of the past two centuries or so. A climate proxy,
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by definition, is a surrogate for an instrumental
observation such as temperature, precipitation, or
solar irradiance. Proxies are selected principally on
the basis of their sensitivity to changes in target
quantities, their geographic distribution, and their
temporal range and resolution. Each proxy is never-
theless an imperfect representation of past climate, a
reality that is central to ongoing efforts to improve
proxy acquisition, interpretation, and application for
a better understanding of past and, consequently,
future climate variability and change.
Our focus in this review is specifically on hemi-
spheric and global temperature reconstructions of
parts or all of the CE as they have developed and
evolved over the past quarter century. This interval
corresponds to the period of time in which the five
assessment reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) have appeared: 1990, 1995,
2001, 2007, and 2013–2014.1–5 Earlier scientific
reviews related to this topic6–11 were all published
before the 2013–2014 report. While these previous
reviews provide insightful surveys and discussions
about the state of the field at different points over the
course of the IPCC publications, they are not struc-
tured in a chronological arc. A partial exception is
the perspectives piece on high-resolution paleoclima-
tology offered by Frank et al.,10 which does provide
a short chronological description of the 1990, 2001,
and 2007 IPCC reports. In contrast, we specifically
structure this review chronologically in order to place
developments in the context of an evolving scientific
understanding, one often overshadowed by the some-




The past quarter century has seen a dramatic growth
of interest in paleoclimate generally, as questions
about abrupt climate change, past climate responses
to elevated levels of atmospheric CO2, and internal
climate variability, all have become relevant for
understanding anthropogenic influences on the cli-
mate system. With regard to the CE specifically, cli-
mate scientists have grappled with the question of
whether observed climate changes in the 20th and
21st centuries have been a significant departure from
conditions of the last several millennia, or whether
these changes were simply the most recent of perhaps
many similar events in the past. The separation of
forced versus internal climate variability therefore
has been an important motivation within the field,
with implications for how each contribute to
decadal-to-centennial variability and ultimately to
future climate change.
The growth of interest in paleoclimatic infor-
mation is reflected in the five IPCC assessment
reports. Table 1 summarizes the number of pages in
each of the reports devoted to paleoclimate, and the
number of literature citations found in those pages.
While this growth has been significant, interest in
paleoclimate of course precedes the first IPCC report.
It can be traced back at least to the 18th century
when naturalists, geographers, and geologists began
to piece together the history of the ice ages in
Europe.12 A more relevant example for the CE is the
study of dendrochronology, a field with scientific
roots going back centuries, but with more formal
development beginning in the early 20th century.
Andrew Ellicott Douglass (1867–1962), an astrono-
mer, established the pioneering Laboratory of Tree
Ring Research (LTRR) at the University of Arizona
in the first part of the 20th century, with the motiva-
tion of using tree-ring records to study sunspot
cycles.13 Near the middle of the 20th century, Harold
Fritts, a botanist, worked as an LTRR scientist to
develop the specific field of dendroclimatology more
formally13; he pioneered the application of statistical
methods for calibrating tree-ring networks that still
serve as the basis of many modern techniques in
TABLE 1 | Indicators of Growing Representation of Paleoclimate in the IPCC Assessment Reports
Assessment
Report
Number of Paleoclimate Pages
(Numbers in Parentheses Are
Exclusive of Reference Pages)
Number of Paleoclimate
Citations
Percentage of Paleoclimate Pages
(Including Reference Pages) in the
Complete WG1 Section of the AR
AR1 (1990) ~5 ~40 ~1.4
AR2 (1995) ~7 ~100 ~1.4
AR3 (2001) ~12 ~250 ~1.4
AR4 (2007) 65 (51) 609 6.5
AR5 (2013) 82 (62) 1014 5.3
The approximate numbers shown for Assessment Reports 1, 2, and 3 arise because in those reports paleoclimate was embedded within a broader discussion of
observational changes in the climate system over all timescales. Paleoclimate was addressed a in separate chapter in AR4 and AR5.
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dendroclimatology, and in many multiproxy recon-
struction efforts as well.14,15 Similarly, the modern
use of multiproxy methods that combine different
types of proxies as estimates of past hemispheric and
global temperature variability was rooted in studies
prior to the IPCC reports. The first quantitative
reconstructions spanning a portion of the last millen-
nium were performed for Northern Hemisphere
(NH) temperatures from a multiproxy network and
published in the late 1970s.16,17 Tree-rings would
later be used in the late 1980s to further advance the
quantitative effort to produce estimates of NH tem-
perature variability over the CE using climate prox-
ies.18 These examples by no means provide a
comprehensive list of paleoclimate efforts prior to the
first IPCC report, but stand as a few important high-
lights from a field that is rooted in well over a cen-
tury of scientific thought and research.
One conclusion that came from research prior
to the first IPCC report was that significant spatio-
temporal paleoclimatic ‘events’ over the CE had
existed, including the Medieval Climate Anomaly
(MCA, also known as the Medieval Warm Period;
ca. 800–1300 years CE), the Little Ice Age (LIA;
ca. 1300–1850 years CE), and the Roman Warm
Period (ca. 250 BCE–400 CE). Each event was
expressed in space and time by an array of historical
temperature, precipitation, and documentary records,
mostly from Europe, and various individual climate
proxy records, such as annually resolved tree-rings
and glacier records (for popular accounts of the LIA
and MCA, see Refs 19 and 20). Estimates of the tim-
ing and geographic expression of these ‘events’ were
quite variable, and led to debates on whether they
were regional, hemispheric or global in extent.
Both the MCA and LIA appear in Figure 1(a), a
semi-quantitative temperature reconstruction pub-
lished in the first IPCC Assessment Report (AR1a)
and focused principally on temporal rather than spa-
tial variability. The caption of the figure as it
appeared in AR1 stated that it was a schematic dia-
gram of global temperature variation over the last
thousand years, with the dashed line nominally
representing mean conditions near the beginning of
the 20th century. The vertical axis shows the magni-
tude of the climate anomaly, residing well within a
1.5C range. Notably, there was no source identified
for this figure, and various authors have since pur-
sued possible provenances. It is now widely agreed9
that this figure had its origins in a 1965 paper,27
based in part on the long-term Central England tem-
perature record,28 and therefore it is not a global rep-
resentation, contrary to the figure caption for the
schematic in AR1. Note that we present the figure as
drafted in AR1 (some text has been enlarged relative
to the original figure), which included a temperature
scale on the vertical axis, despite contrary reporting
in previous reviews.9,10
Modest advances beyond the schematic repre-
sentation in Figure 1(a) appeared in AR2 as seen in
Figure 1(b). This six-century NH temperature recon-
struction of decadal averages was carefully qualified
as representing only summer averages over regions of
Europe, Asia, and North America. The reconstruc-
tion was nevertheless a multiproxy effort employing
historical documentary sources, tree-ring widths and
densities, instrumental records, and glacial melt
records. AR2 also included the initial recognition of
geo-thermometry (subsurface temperatures measured
in terrestrial boreholes) as a new source of informa-
tion about the ground surface temperature (GST) his-
tory of a region. Reconstructed GST histories, by the
time of AR3, would play a significant role in the
debates that would develop around proxy spectral
fidelity.
Between AR2 and AR3, an important transition
in reconstruction methodology occurred: the develop-
ment of more quantitative techniques for using multi-
proxy networks for reconstruction, and for
estimating their accompanying uncertainty. Such
reconstructions became fully quantitative, and recog-
nized the temporal and spatial variability, and uncer-
tainties, of the individual proxies. In the closing years
of the 20th century a few ‘new era’ reconstructions
appeared,22–25 based principally on seasonally or
annually resolved proxies, and all were represented
in AR3 (Figure 1(c)). Mann et al.23 (hereafter
MBH98) presented an annually resolved and spa-
tially gridded reconstruction of global temperature
variability over the past 600 years, and also pre-
sented correlations of the NH annual mean tempera-
ture time series with possible forcing factors, both
natural and anthropogenic, that revealed an increas-
ing dominance of greenhouse gas forcing in the 20th
century. Mann et al.24 (hereafter MBH99) was an
outgrowth of MBH98 by the same authors in the fol-
lowing year, which extended and analyzed recon-
structed NH mean temperatures and their
uncertainties over the full past millennium. It was
this reconstruction that famously became known as
the Hockey Stick, so named because the graph dis-
played 900 years of slowly declining surface tempera-
tures over the last millennium (seen as the shaft of
the hockey stick), followed by a sharp rise in the
20th century (the blade).
The methodology and reconstructions that
appeared in MBH98 and MBH99 played a particu-
larly influential role in AR3, including a prominent
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Mann et al., 1999, reconstruction (annual mean, full hemisphere)
Mann et al, 1999, reconstruction (annual mean, 30°N to 70°N latitude band)
Jones et al, 1998, reconstruction (summer, extra-tropical emphasis)
Briffa, 2000, reconstruction (tree-ring density only, summer, extra-tropical)
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FIGURE 1 | Legend on next page.
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appearance of the MBH99 mean NH temperatures in
the AR3 Summary for Policy Makers. The high-
profile appearance of the MBH99 reconstruction
attracted not only scientific attention, but also wide-
spread coverage in the popular press. Presumably
because of this visibility, it excited strong reverbera-
tions in non-scientific communities as well. The
reverberations arose because the sharp reversal in
temperature trends in the 20th century left little room
to avoid the conclusion that anthropogenic climate
forcings had overtaken natural forcings, and had
become the dominant factor driving warming, as
concluded in MBH98. Nevertheless, the MBH99
publication itself did not quantify the causal mechan-
isms of the 20th-century trend relative to the preced-
ing centuries; the only statement by MBH99 relevant
to the forcing issue was that the 20th-century warm-
ing interrupted a long-term cooling trend associated
with astronomical (i.e., natural) forcing.
For those entrenched in the position that all cli-
mate change was driven by natural forcings alone,
the mere suggestion of an anthropogenic role in
20th-century warming was presumably sufficient to
launch an attack on the data and methodology of the
Hockey Stick reconstruction. An important focus of
such critiques was on replication of the Hockey Stick
analysis, and on access to data and computer codes
necessary to facilitate replication efforts. These highly
public confrontations eventually led to U.-
S. Congressional hearings, a U.S. National Academy
of Sciences report,7 unauthorized acquisition and
public posting of private e-mail correspondence
between scientists, and ultimately litigation. This
more public side of the Hockey Stick has been well
documented in many venues.29–32 Often lost in the
swirling dust of the public tussle, however, is an
awareness of the scientific context in which the
Hockey Stick evolved, and its role in the array of
research on the CE that has appeared in the years
since its publication. It is this ‘science behind the
headlines’ that we wish to illuminate in the remain-
der of this paper.
IN SEARCH OF THE MCA AND LIA
One of the first scientific topics to capture attention
around the time of the AR3 publication centered on
FIGURE 1 | Collection of diagrams plotting temperature reconstructions for the Common Era in each of the five IPCC assessment reports.
Vertical scaling and horizontal alignment are exactly comparable for panels (c)–(e), while only approximate for panels (a) and (b). As noted in
most of the panel descriptions below, the baseline or reference periods for the anomalies in each panel are different: in panel (a) the baseline is
not specified, but is approximately the mean near the beginning of the 20th century; in panel (b) the baseline is not specified, but is approximately
the mean of the four decades ranging from 1930 to 1960; in panels (c) and (d) the baseline is the mean between 1961 and 1990; in panel (e) the
baseline is the mean between 1881 and 1980, approximately 0.2C below the baseline for panels (c) and (d). For reference, the following panel
captions are reproduced as presented in each of the IPCC assessment reports, although some minor editing has been included for clarity and
referencing style. (a) Figure 7.1 from Climate Change 1990: The IPCC Scientific Assessment1: Schematic diagram of global temperature variations
over the last thousand years. The dashed line nominally represents mean conditions near the beginning of the 20th century. (b) Figure 10
(TS) from Climate Change 1995—The Science of Climate Change2: Decadal summer temperature index for the Northern Hemisphere,21 up to
1970–1979. The record is based on the average of 16 proxy summer temperature records from North America, Europe, and East Asia. The smooth
line was created using an approximately 50-year Gaussian filter. Recent instrumental data for Northern Hemisphere summer temperature
anomalies (over land and ocean) are also plotted (thick line). The instrumental record is probably biased high in the mid-19th century because of
exposures differing from current techniques. (c) Figure 2.20 from Climate Change 2001: The Scientific Basis3: Comparison of warm-season22 and
annual mean23,24 multiproxy-based and warm season tree-ring-based25 millennial Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstructions. The recent
instrumental annual mean Northern Hemisphere temperature record to 1999 is shown for comparison. Also shown is an extra-tropical sampling of
the Ref 24 temperature pattern reconstructions more directly comparable in its latitudinal sampling of Ref 22. The self-consistently estimated two
standard error limits (shaded region) for the smoothed Ref 24 series are shown. The horizontal zero line denotes the 1961–1990 reference period
mean temperature. All series were smoothed with a 40-year Hamming-weights lowpass filter, with boundary constraints imposed by padding the
series with its mean values during the first and last 25 years. (d) Figure 6.10 (b) from Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis4: Records
of NH temperature variation during the last 1.3 kyr. Reconstructions using multiple climate proxy records, including three records shown in AR3,
and the instrumental temperature record in black. All series have been smoothed with a Gaussian-weighted filter to remove fluctuations on time
scales less than 30 years; smoothed values are obtained up to both ends of each record by extending the records with the mean of the adjacent
existing values. All temperatures represent anomalies (C) from the 1961 to 1990 mean. (e) Figure 5.7 (a) from Climate Change 2013: The Physical
Science Basis5: Reconstructed Northern Hemisphere annual temperatures during the last 2000 years. Individual reconstructions, grouped by color
according to their spatial representation (red: land-only all latitudes; orange: land-only extratropical latitudes; light blue: land and sea extra-
tropical latitudes; dark blue: land and sea all latitudes) and instrumental temperatures shown in black (Hadley Centre/ Climatic Research Unit
(CRU) gridded surface temperature-4 data set (HadCRUT4) land and sea, and CRU Gridded Dataset of Global Historical Near-Surface Air
TEMperature Anomalies Over Land version 4 (CRUTEM4) land-only26). All series represent anomalies (C) from the 1881 to 1980 mean (horizontal
dashed line) and have been smoothed with a filter that reduces variations on time scales less than about 50 years.
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the spectral fidelity of various proxies, and on the
degree to which the identification, extraction, and
preservation of a proxy’s full spectral content could
be impacted by various data processing techniques.
These discussions were motivated in part by ques-
tions surrounding the magnitude and spatial extent
of the MCA and LIA, questions thoroughly exam-
ined in AR3. The high-profile attention focused on
the MBH99 reconstruction after the AR3 publication
initiated several important scientific debates that
stemmed from the fact that the reconstruction did
not display a well-defined expression of either the
MCA or LIA. Defenders of the MBH99 reconstruc-
tion pointed out that these events had been described
principally in Europe and parts of North America
(in part because those regions had been the areas of
most concentrated study) and that the MCA and LIA
were likely only regional events with different sea-
sonal expressions.33 Such arguments noted that in
sampling a broader spatial area and annual
(as opposed to seasonal) responses in a multiproxy
network, the MBH99 mean annual temperature
reconstruction represented hemispheric climatic con-
ditions and thus did not reconstruct enhanced MCA
and LIA changes resulting from regional or seasonal
biases.8,33,34
Criticisms of the absence of an MCA or LIA in
the MBH99 reconstruction tended to focus on
whether dendroclimatic records, which comprise the
majority of proxies in the MBH99 network, capture
decadal-to-centennial temperature variability with
robust fidelity. In the context of how well the
MBH99 reconstruction represented low-frequency
variability, a 2001 commentary by Broecker35 noted
that ‘tree-ring records are useful for measuring tem-
perature fluctuations over short time periods but can-
not pick up long-term trends because there is no way
to establish the long-term evolution in ring thickness
were temperatures to have remained constant.’ The
basis of this criticism is related to a processing step in
dendroclimatology known as standardizationb, in
which the long-term growth trends associated with
individual trees are removed. The principal long-term
trend in tree-ring thickness (from thicker to thinner
as a tree ages) is associated with the growth of the
tree circumference over the lifetime of the tree.14 In
order to focus on the climate-induced variability in a
given tree-ring record, this long-term growth trend
must be removed. The methods used to separate the
trend, however, have the potential to remove infor-
mation about multidecadal to centennial climate var-
iations also present in the raw tree-ring width data, a
potential problem that was well recognized by the
end of the 20th century.36 It was this standardization
challenge to which Broecker35 was referring; he went
on to argue that the only proxies capable of sampling
centennial-scale temperature variability on the order
of 0.5C were snowline elevations and terrestrial
borehole temperature profiles.
Whether Broecker’s35 comments started the
many subsequent lines of inquiry or were simply
reflective of the scientific zeitgeist of the early 2000s
is immaterial, but they did highlight a subject that
would become the focus of significant debates and
research. Dendroclimatic standardization methods
that addressed low-frequency fidelity had been previ-
ously developed, and it was not long before they
would be applied to derive a new NH temperature
reconstruction. In particular, a method known as
regional curve standardization (RCS)37 was devel-
oped as a means of estimating growth curves from a
regional collection of tree-ring records. The concept
of RCS was based on the idea that all trees of a given
species would contain similar physiologic growth
curves. When stacked together by tree age, not calen-
dar age, the growth curves would be aligned but the
growth induced by climate variability would not. An
average across an ensemble of such species-specific
curves therefore would yield an estimated growth
curve that could be used to standardize all trees of
that species in the region. This RCS method was used
to construct a tree-ring-only network across the NH
that was in turn used to derive a NH temperature
reconstruction38 featuring increased amplitudes of
decadal-to-centennial variability relative to MBH99.
Regarding the implication of their results for argu-
ments about low-frequency fidelity, Esper et al.38
noted that their finding ‘refutes the contention
[of Broecker35] that long-term tree-ring records can





In addition to being important for interpretations of
dendroclimatic records, Esper et al.38 was significant
because it estimated larger temperature contrasts
between a cold LIA and warm MCA, using a tree-
ring network that broadly sampled the extratropical
NH. It was particularly notable that the increased
magnitude of the negative temperature anomaly dur-
ing the LIA was more consistent with the magnitude
of temperature changes back to 1500 that were esti-
mated by another proxy mentioned by Broecker,35
namely reconstructions derived from terrestrial
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borehole temperature profiles.39–43 This geothermal
method of proxy reconstruction was developed in the
interval between AR1 and AR2 (see Ref 44 for a
review). New proxies, of course, are always appear-
ing, but what made this entry perhaps more signifi-
cant is that the Earth acts as a low-pass filter on
downward-propagating surface temperatures. High-
frequency temperature variations, particularly daily
and annual temperature oscillations, are attenuated
beyond detection within just a few meters below the
ground surface. Reconstructions of GST histories
from deeper subsurface temperature profiles therefore
capture only decadal-to-centennial frequencies, the
very spectral range that was the focus of the emer-
ging discussions about the spectral fidelity of multi-
proxy reconstructions based largely on
dendroclimatological data. Because of their relevance
to the debates about proxy spectral fidelity that arose
after the publication of AR3, here we provide addi-
tional background on borehole reconstructions.
Efforts to reconstruct GST histories from bore-
hole temperature measurements were an outgrowth
of a subsurface temperature database program begun
in the early 1990s by the International Heat Flow
Commission of the International Association of Seis-
mology and Physics of the Earth’s Interior. Earlier
reconstructions from boreholes first appeared from
measurements in Canada45 and Cuba,46 and later
larger-scale work was presented in a paleoclimate
session at the 1993 annual meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science in
Boston, MA.
Initial borehole results were mentioned in AR2,
and many more were reported in 1995 at the quad-
rennial assembly of the International Union of Geod-
esy and Geophysics where a special paleoclimate
symposium addressed the climate of the past millen-
nium as influenced by natural forcings and human
activities. This symposium covered, inter alia, the
means and techniques of climate and climate forcing
reconstructions over this period, and their associated
character in space and time. Shortly thereafter, the
centennial timescale was further highlighted47 in the
inversion of subsurface temperatures by parameteriz-
ing borehole reconstructions to comprise only
century-long trends (as they appeared in Refs 40 and
43, and AR3 and AR4, as shown in Figure 1(d) and
(e)). By the end of the 20th century, aggregate results
from hundreds of boreholes around the world had
appeared39–43 and the borehole reconstructions were
presented in AR3, along with the prominent discus-
sion of MBH99.
Prior to Esper et al.,38 these borehole recon-
structions stood as the principal conflicting estimate
of hemispheric temperature change relative to the
reconstructions from Refs 22–25 presented in AR3,
based on the fact that they estimated a substantially
colder LIA period extending back to at least 1500
CE. It therefore was significant that the new tree-ring
based reconstruction38 agreed more closely with the
borehole estimate, which lent credence to the conten-
tion that the other AR3 reconstructions, containing
tree-ring chronologies derived principally with non-
RCS standardization techniques, had perhaps under-
estimated the magnitude of the LIA temperature
excursion and low-frequency variability in general.
There were, however, questions about the bore-
hole estimates as well. Perhaps most notably, the bore-
hole method estimates changes in GST, not surface air
temperatures (SAT), which is the target of most other
terrestrial temperature proxies. Land-surface processes
associated with surface moisture fluxes, snow cover,
ground freezing and vegetation can cause differences
between GST and SAT on diurnal and annual time-
scales. In the context of hemispheric and global tem-
perature reconstructions, however, it was less clear
whether these processes can cause differences between
the rates of change in GST and SAT on decadal-to-
centennial timescales, the periods that are relevant to
the interpretation of GST histories derived from terres-
trial borehole temperature profiles.
The above interpretations also relate to the sea-
sonality of borehole records, namely whether they
are representative of long-term changes in annual
temperatures or specific seasonal windows. Borehole
signals have traditionally been interpreted as repre-
sentative of changes in annual means, because they
are ultimately dependent on the year-round energy
balance at the land-atmosphere boundary, as
opposed to season-specific proxy responses such as
biological growing seasons. Nevertheless, it is possi-
ble that seasonal changes in energy partitioning gov-
erned by cryogenic, hydrological or biological
processes may influence the seasonal partitioning of
sensible heat into the subsurface, which is ultimately
the quantity that is measured in terrestrial boreholes.
Various authors48–50 have indeed appealed to long-
term changes in land-surface processes to argue that
the enhanced rates of temperature change from the
LIA into the 20th century estimated from borehole
reconstructions are due to seasonal biases inherent in
the interpretation of GST as an estimate of annual
SAT changes. These arguments were contested by
borehole research groups,43,51,52 and subsequent
research on GST–SAT comparisons lent support to
the interpretation that long-term rates of change in
GST reliably estimate long-term rates of change in
annual SAT.43,53–61 A more straightforward criticism
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was that some NH mean temperature reconstructions
derived from borehole profiles were not weighted by
latitude to reduce spatial sampling biases.49,62 Differ-
ences between weighted and unweighted mean results
were nevertheless shown to be minimal, and the orig-
inal estimate of the area-weighting effects in Mann
et al.49 was shown to be erroneous.43,63
Debates about the spectral fidelity and seasonal-
ity of borehole reconstructions and additional proxy
systems have continued to the present day. We will
return to some of these issues in the concluding sec-
tions of this review. Toward the middle of the 2000s,
however, the debate shifted away from the underlying
spectral fidelity of proxy records to focus more on
reconstruction methodologies and how they alone
may influence the spectral character of reconstruc-
tions. To understand how these debates unfolded it is
necessary to review the emergence of another impor-
tant area of research on the climate of the CE namely
attempts to model this period with forced-transient
simulations from fully coupled climate models.
SIMULATING THE COMMON ERA
WITH CLIMATE MODELS
The first published forced-transient simulation of the
last millennium using a fully coupled climate model
was performed with the GKSS ECHO-g model.60
Among the many relevant scientific questions that
might have been addressed using this unprecedented
new climate model simulation, it was a sign of the
times that the first analysis of the simulation, pub-
lished in 2003, was couched in the context of bore-
hole climate reconstructions. González-Rouco et al.60
compared the ECHO-g simulated annual SAT and
subsurface (~10-m depth) temperatures, and found
that while there were seasonal and annual differences
between the two temperatures, they displayed strong
decadal and lower-frequency coherence. This was in
contrast to another modeling paper published in the
same year that compared simulated GST and SAT
from the GISS ModelE over the 1951–1998 CE
period and found divergent trends in the two tem-
peratures.48 The results of this latter study were
debated,51,64 but regardless, it was not capable of
characterizing decadal-to-centennial variability as
robustly as the much longer ECHO-g last-millennium
simulation that did demonstrate strong coupling
between GST and SAT over decades and centuries60
(note that this original study has been supported by
subsequent work with multiple model simulations
and analyses that take the added step of inverting
simulated subsurface temperature profiles to show
that derived synthetic reconstructions are consistent
with simulated SAT timeseries61,65).
In addition to the original GKSS ECHO-g simu-
lation, known as ERIK1, an ERIK2 simulation was
published in 2006 using the identical ECHO-g model
but with different model initialization in year 1000
CE.61 This second run was produced in part because
the original ERIK1 simulation was criticized for its ini-
tialization, which was representative of the mid-20th
century and caused a drift in the first several centuries
of the simulation.66 The consequence was a warmer
MCA than what emerged in the ERIK2 simulation,
which began with colder preindustrial initial condi-
tions.61,66,67 Although the appropriate initialization for
last-millennium simulations remains uncertain, many
of the subsequent model simulations have adopted
colder preindustrial initial conditions. The next widely
used last-millennium simulation was published in 2007
using the NCAR CCSM1.4 model,67,68 and several
other modeling centers prior to the last-millennium
experiments of AR569 also produced individual or last-
millennium ensemble runs.70,71
Shortly after the initial focus on the borehole
reconstructions,60 the ERIK1 simulation,72 and a
millennium-length ECHO-g control simulation73 were
used to conduct pseudoproxy experiments (PPEs), an
analysis approach that would ultimately have broad-
ranging impact on the interpretation of the MBH99
reconstruction and of reconstruction methodologies
more generally. PPEs are synthetic reconstruction experi-
ments that use last-millennium simulations as test beds
to evaluate the performance of a reconstruction method
using controlled and systematic experiments (see Smer-
don11 for a review). von Storch et al.72 was the first to
use a forced-transient last-millennium simulation in a
PPE context and showed that the MBH99 regression
methodology was capable of reducing low-frequency
variability such that the magnitudes of reconstructed
MCA and LIA temperatures were muted relative to the
known temperature history produced in the modeled
climate. Subsequent discussions clarified the correct
application of the MBH99 methodology74–76 and
demonstrated that the results for mean NH temperature
reconstructions were not dependent on the employed
last-millennium simulation.77–83 These discussions never-
theless were the beginning of widespread debates about
the methods used to reconstruct hemispheric and global
temperatures from multiproxy networks.
THE METHOD EXPLOSION
The challenge at the heart of multiproxy reconstruc-
tion methods stems from the classical general
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problem of interpreting incomplete, inaccurate, and
conflicting information. The incompleteness derives
from the geographical and temporal sparseness of the
proxy networks employed. The inaccuracies stem
from the reality that proxies are seldom sensitive to
only a single climatological quantity, are often sub-
ject to site-specific causes of noise, and can be meas-
ured only with a specific degree of precision.
Examples of multivariate influences include the fact
that isotopic ratios in corals are dependent on both
ocean temperatures and salinities, or that the annual
growth of trees is sensitive to multiple factors, includ-
ing temperature, precipitation, and received solar
radiation. Moreover, the range of climatic conditions
over which a proxy may be sensitive potentially plays
a role in their interpretation. Tree growth, for exam-
ple, has been investigated in the context of the pur-
ported divergence issue in which some tree-ring
chronologies diverge from late 20th-century tempera-
ture trends (see Ref 84 for a review) and some expla-
nations hinge on the possibility that growth is
subdued by heat stress at temperature levels that may
differ by species.85 Uncertainties in derived recon-
structions of past climate can thus lead to conflicting
reconstructions, due to differences in the methods
used to extract a climate signal that is embedded in
the noise of inaccurate and heterogeneous data.
Controlling for the above factors in methodo-
logical experiments with real proxy networks and
observational data is not always straightforward.
The advent of PPEs using last-millennium simulations
were thus an important development for testing
methods in systematic experiments, and began an
explosive new research effort to understand and
improve reconstruction methods and to characterize
their potential biases and uncertainties. These devel-
opments would in many ways shift the discussion
away from proxy spectral fidelity (although research
in that area would continue) toward reconstruction
techniques and their assessment, but much of the dis-
cussion was still framed in the context of how meth-
ods themselves impact the variance of reconstruction
products. Consequently, many new methods have
been developed over the last decade and have yielded
vast improvements in our understanding of the chal-
lenges and uncertainties associated with reconstruc-
tion methods.
While PPEs would drive much of the new meth-
odological research beginning in mid-2000s, a more
traditional bootstrapping analysis using red noise
series was used to explore the implication of specific
steps in the MBH99 methodology,86 with results that
were also important in the early and evolving discus-
sion of reconstruction techniques. The primary
investigation focused on an unconventional centering
decision applied in a principal component analysis
(PCA) in MBH99. PCA was used to condense the
North American tree-ring network, a component of
the MBH99 multiproxy network, into leading PCs to
mitigate the potentially excessive influence from the
high-density of tree-ring records within the region.
The original MBH99 approach centered all of the
North American tree-ring records over the calibration
interval (1902–1980) and then applied PCA over the
longer multicentury duration of the network. This
approach was used to ensure that all proxy records
were centered in relation to a common period, given
that MBH99 used multiple nests comprising different
temporal lengths that reflected the reduced availabil-
ity of proxies back in time. This decision nevertheless
has the potential to produce a leading PC that dis-
plays the hockey-stick shape, which in turn can be
preferentially weighted in the full MBH99 methodol-
ogy.86 A Monte Carlo analysis to benchmark the skill
of the MBH99 reconstruction was additionally used
to further call into question its robustness in the early
centuries of the last millennium.86
Multiple subsequent studies contested the con-
clusions of McIntyre and McKitrick.86 Direct com-
ments on the paper included one using PPEs based
on the ERIK1 simulation that indicated a minimal
impact of the MBH99 centering decision on the
resulting NH reconstruction.87 A second comment88
argued that using the correlation matrix instead of
the covariance matrix to compute the tree-ring PCs
diminished the biases reported by McIntyre and
McKitrick86 and that variance matching of the
derived reconstruction to the calibration target
improved the skill assessment of the reconstruction
relative to that characterized by McIntyre and McKi-
trick.86 Responses to these comments89,90 contested
the arguments on the grounds that the former
assumed unrealistic noise characteristics in the con-
structed pseudoproxies and that the theoretical justi-
fication for the choices in the latter were unfounded.
Further arguments would arise that indicated the
impact of the centering convention used for the PC
reduction of the North American tree-ring records
was insignificant given the selection criteria applied
to the reduction of the full predictor network for the
final reconstruction.91,92 In particular, Ammann and
Wahl92 showed that the impact of avoiding the
MBH99 centering decision in favor of full-period
centering was to spread the Hockey-Stick shape over
the first two tree-ring PCs, rather than concentrating
it in the first PC as occurred using the MBH99 cen-
tering convention. Because the actual MBH99 recon-
struction used both the first and second PCs, the
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resulting reconstructions with either centering con-
vention are nearly identical when the first two PCs
are retained (cf. Supporting Information in Ref 92).
Although the discussion would soon shift away from
the original MBH99 methodology, these initial dis-
cussions were important for shedding light on the
various methodological choices that were part of
the reconstruction process. Indeed, the spirit of the
moment was captured in a 2005 study93 that demon-
strated the wide range of NH mean results that could
be achieved in an MBH99-type reconstruction when
applying a collection of different methodological
decisions with varying levels of theoretical and prac-
tical justifications. These discussions also further sup-
ported a widespread understanding of the
importance of providing code and data necessary for
replication of reconstruction results.7,94,95
It is important to note that these discussions in
the early and mid part of the 2000s also motivated
an evolving awareness and investigation of the meth-
ods by which reconstructions are statistically evalu-
ated as estimates of past climate variability. PPEs
were an important component of that process, but
more specifically the skill metrics used for the verifi-
cation of derived reconstructions became a subject of
focus as a consequence of the discussions around
McIntyre and McKitrick.86 Traditional verification
metrics have their roots in the dendroclimatological
literature,96 which themselves came out of forecast-
ing and hydrological applications. The most com-
monly employed metrics include the coefficient of
efficiency, reduction of error (RE), and coefficient of
determination (r2), the first two of which can range
between negative infinity and one and the latter
ranges between 0 and 1. These skill metrics are typi-
cally computed using withheld target data and recon-
structions in coeval years. RE and the coefficient of
efficiency are considered skillful if they are positive
(yielding a prediction that is better than climatology),
while the r2 significance threshold is determined by
the number of degrees of freedom in the verification
interval and the nature of the applied null hypothesis.
While these basic details of the verification process
are straightforward, appreciation of multiple verifica-
tion nuances have evolved within the large-scale tem-
perature reconstruction literature. The first is an
awareness of the fact that while the zero-threshold is
a minimum target for RE and the coefficient of effi-
ciency, benchmarking experiments reveal that posi-
tive values of the skill metrics can be achieved in
some cases using noise-only predictors comprising
different noise models.11,86,97–99 In many cases, static
calibration and verification intervals have also been
eschewed for multiple verification intervals or hold-
out blocks to avoid skill assessments that may be
biased by the specifics of a given verification
window.97–101 Work to develop and apply alterna-
tive skill metrics has also been pursued,102 some of
which has focused on verification of spatial pat-
terns in spatiotemporal reconstructions targeting
more than single mean indices.103,104 All of these
advancements have increased the sophistication
with which reconstructions are being validated,
while addressing some of the early debates about
the skill of MBH99. Perhaps the most critical con-
clusion of these findings is the importance of
reporting multiple skill metrics for reconstruction




In light of the earlier discussions about the magnitude
of the MCA and LIA temperature excursions, and
the associated low-frequency fidelity of proxy
records, perhaps the most troubling aspect of the
emerging understanding of the MBH99 reconstruc-
tion methodology was the potential that the method
itself yielded variance losses. While the magnitude of
such losses as demonstrated by von Storch et al.72
was ultimately shown to be substantially reduced76
for the MBH99 method, concerns about the effect
began with the publication of von Storch et al.72 and
were in part connected to the discussion around
McIntyre and McKitrick.86 Variance losses therefore
would become the challenge addressed by many sub-
sequent methodological developments. For example,
a 2005 reconstruction focusing on proxy spectral
fidelity integrated annually resolved proxy records
like tree rings and lower-resolution records such as
ocean sediment cores using a wavelet spectral analy-
sis that allowed the former to define annual and
interannual variability and the latter to reconstruct
decadal and longer periods of variability.112 This
method thus blended the various strengths of a multi-
proxy network to derive a normalized index, which
was then scaled and shifted to match the variance
and mean of a NH mean temperature index during a
calibration interval. The study was an important
methodological attempt to combine proxies of differ-
ent resolutions into an estimate of NH mean tem-
peratures and yielded a reconstruction that matched
well the borehole and Esper et al.38 estimates.
Despite the complexity of the manner in which
Moberg et al.112 blended multiproxy data, the final
time series was simply scaled to have the same mean
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and variance as the targeted NH temperature index,
a technique that is a common approach for deriving
calibrated proxy-derived indices.113 It is important to
note, however, that these attempts to target the NH
mean time series are in contrast to the MBH98/99
reconstructions that targeted spatiotemporal fields,
or maps, of temperature change over time. These two
types of reconstructions have been classified as index
reconstructions and climate field reconstructions
(CFRs), respectively. The vast majority of reconstruc-
tions that have targeted hemispheric and global tem-
peratures have been index reconstructions. For
example, of the reconstructions highlighted in the
AR4 summary in Figure 1(d) only two are aggregated
from CFRs and in the AR5 summary in Figure 1
(e) only one CFR result appears (as an update to
those included in AR4).
Methodological developments specifically for
index reconstructions following Esper et al.38 and
Moberg et al.112 continued through the late 2000s.
Hegerl et al.110,114 used a total least squares (TLS)
regression methodology to derive an index recon-
struction of NH temperature using proxies with
exclusively decadal resolution. The TLS method for-
mulates the linear regression problem to include esti-
mated errors in both the predictor estimate and the
predictand temperatures. It was argued that this
reduces the loss of low-frequency variability that had
been demonstrated for other methods. The ultimate
reconstruction was validated using out-of-sample ver-
ification statistics computed from withheld target
data and a PPE using the ERIK1 last-millennium sim-
ulation.110 The resulting reconstruction again
included more low-frequency variability and was spe-
cifically demonstrated to be consistent with the Pol-
lack and Smerdon43 borehole reconstruction.
Another reconstruction derived only from tree-rings
was published during the same time that again
derived a mean NH temperature estimate with
increased low-frequency variability and larger con-
trasts between a warm MCA and cold LIA.115 These
reconstruction results were analyzed in terms of tree
chronologies that were assembled from more tradi-
tional standardization techniques and those employ-
ing RCS, and provided further support that the latter
yielded reconstructions with enhanced low-frequency
variability. Overall, the derived reconstruction agreed
favorably with the earlier tree-ring-only RCS recon-
struction in Esper et al.,38 while the multiproxy
reconstruction from Moberg et al.112 still remained
the largest estimate of LIA cold among the growing
collection of studies. Notably, D’Arrigo et al.115 also
argued for the value of deriving proxy-specific recon-
structions, given the uncertainties infused in
multiproxy studies that incorporate records with var-
iable multivariate climate influences and seasonal
sensitivities. The spirit of this suggestion was indeed
reflected in a reconstruction that was published in
2005 based only on glacial-length measurements,116
a proxy newly applied in the NH temperature recon-
struction context. Interestingly, this single-proxy
reconstruction more closely matched the MBH99
reconstruction and thus suggested a warmer LIA
than the other reconstructions emerging during the
same time.
The developments around the above index
reconstructions were highlighted in the 2006
U.S. National Research Council (NRC) review7 (car-
ried out following a request from the U.S. House of
Representatives). This report, commissioned to evalu-
ate the state of the science (data and methods) being
used to reconstruct hemispheric and global mean
temperatures of the last millennium, was in part
motivated by the political reactions to multiple stud-
ies.72,86 Figure S1 of the NRC report showed the
evolving picture of the NH temperature history over
the last millennium (similar to the AR4 report,
shown in Figure 1(d), that was published one year
later), and displayed a greater range of temperature
variation estimated from newer reconstruction tech-
niques and proxies. The emergent LIA and MCA
contrasted with the long monotonous temperature
decline that preceded the 20th-century warming in
the MBH99 reconstruction featured in AR3,
although the NRC report also highlighted the
increasing uncertainties associated with the recon-
structions prior to about 1600.
Shortly after the publication of the NRC report
and AR4, a new collection of index reconstruc-
tions117 was published using techniques similar to
the TLS method adopted by Hegerl et al.110 and a
multiproxy dataset expanded significantly from
MBH99. This new result showed increased ampli-
tudes of low-frequency variability that was more in
line with the then growing body of estimates (similar
index reconstructions would be added by
AR5118–124). While many of these studies addressed
specific methodological and proxy uncertainties, the
ensemble result in AR5 (Figure 1(e)) is clearly one in
which low-frequency variability is more strongly
expressed, relative to the earlier assessments. While
the 20th-century and early 21st-century temperature
rise is clearly apparent, it is also clear that more than
a decade of efforts to improve methods and interpre-
tations of proxies yielded reconstructions with a lar-
ger contrast between a warm MCA and cold LIA
than the earlier estimates indicated. While these
developments might indicate a more broadly
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expressed MCA and LIA across the NH or globe,
studies of glacial advances and retreats (the other evi-
dence originally highlighted by Broecker35) provide
an interesting counter example in this discussion.
These efforts have suggested more regional warming
and cooling signals associated with the MCA and
LIA and/or temporal phasing of the events that were
not coincident in the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres,125,126 providing support for arguments
that hemispheric or global reconstructions of temper-
ature might not have pronounced MCA and LIA
events.
Although work on CFR methodologies pro-
gressed in parallel with the above index efforts, it
was often the case during early methodological dis-
cussions that the NH or global mean representations
of CFR results were stressed over the spatiotemporal
information that they provided. This was perhaps a
legacy of the MBH98/99 discussions, which were
themselves CFRs, but the dominant focus and discus-
sion of these results were centered on how they repre-
sented the NH mean temperature index.91,92 The
emphasis on the NH mean result is evidenced by the
discussions of the regularized expectation maximiza-
tion (RegEM) method, which was suggested127 as an
early alternative to the MBH99 CFR methodologyc.
The original evaluations of the RegEM method
in the context of paleoclimate CFRs were performed
with PPEs67 and focused largely on the ability of the
method to derive skillful NH mean temperatures.
The reported success of the method in reproducing
NH mean temperatures in PPEs was used as motiva-
tion to apply RegEM to the MBH99 multiproxy
network,135 the NH mean temperature of which was
shown to compare favorably with that from
MBH99. The PPE results from Mann et al.67 were
later called into question, however, due to the fact
that they used information outside of the calibration
interval that would never be available in real-world
CFRs.136 If RegEM was instead restricted to only
information in the calibration interval, PPEs demon-
strated that the method produced NH mean tempera-
ture indices that suffered from significant low-
frequency variance losses,136,137 similar to what had
been shown for the MBH99 method.72 The fact that
both the MBH99 and RegEM methods were subject
to variance losses in PPEs and that they produced
similar reconstructions when applied to the MBH99
multiproxy network, lent further credence to the con-
cerns that the MBH99 reconstruction may have
underestimated the extent of low-frequency tempera-
ture variability.
These initial discussions of the RegEM method
motivated a change in the way that it was
implemented, after which the method was shown to
perform skillfully in reproducing the NH mean tem-
perature index.77 This alternative approach was sub-
sequently used to produce a new global temperature
CFR using an expanded multiproxy dataset.138 To
appreciate the distinction between the original and
later implementations of RegEM it is necessary to
discuss the basic theoretical underpinnings of the
CFR methodology.
REGULARIZING FOR SUCCESS
We provide a general discussion of the multivariate
linear regression framework as it pertains to CFRs in
the Box 1, which also provides references for further
review. It nevertheless is sufficient to summarize
many of the methodological debates about CFRs as
hinging on three choices that are aimed at limiting
and/or constraining the information that is to be
reconstructed, enhancing the signal against the back-
ground noise in the proxy network (the inaccurate
and conflicting information referred to earlier), and
better estimating the covariance between the proxy
and temperature data to derive the regression coeffi-
cients of the reconstruction (the B matrix in Box 1).
These choices often boil down to: (1) whether the
target temperature field should be reduced to leading
patterns of covariance and how many patterns
should be retained; (2) whether the proxy matrix
should similarly be reduced to leading PCs indicative
of shared covariance in the network; and (3) how the
regression between the two matrices should be regu-
larized (see Box 1 for more discussion on regulariza-
tion). The differences between the two versions of the
RegEM algorithm largely can be understood in these
terms. The early applications of RegEM used ridge
regression (RegEM-Ridge), a form of regularized
regression, and the method was used to target the full
temperature field. The later efforts, however, reduced
the target temperature field to a few leading empirical
orthogonal function (EOF) patterns and used a trun-
cated TLS (RegEM-TTLS) regression method, which
is both a different form of regularized regression and
assumes errors in the target temperature field (similar
to the TLS index method used by Hegerl et al.95).
Although the errors in the temperature field are not
well identified and must be estimated, the technique
has been demonstrated to reduce the variance losses
associated with other methods such as RegEM-Ridge
that only assume errors in the temperatures predicted
from the proxies (note that variance losses in multi-
ple regression contexts are not universal and that
inflation errors can also occur in settings that include
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multiple predictor variables139). The reduction of the
targeted temperature information in the application
of RegEM-TTLS is also important, as is the finite
truncation of the eigenvalues in TTLS. This latter
point arises in contrast to the smooth filtering of
ridge regression that was shown to diminish variance
in the leading eigenvalues of the regression in the
CFR context because of the few eigenvalues that are
ultimately retained.140
Despite the demonstrated success of RegEM-
TTLS in PPEs,77 there remained several outstanding
issues that were the subject of subsequent discussion
in the late 2000s. First, both RegEM methods
applied a split calibration approach in which the
reconstructions were performed separately in high
and low frequency domains before combination.
Although the spectral separation was done using
more traditional spectral filters, the approach was
similar in spirit to that of Moberg et al.112 The effi-
cacy of this filtering approach was challenged,148,149
motivated in part by an earlier study150 that showed
variance losses for RegEM-TTLS in a collection of
alternative PPEs using an ensemble framework. Sev-
eral exchanges137,151–153 also illuminated multiple
technical problems with the PPE framework that was
used by Mann et al.77 It is also worth noting that
RegEM-TTLS was used to derive a real-world NH
CFR using the MBH99 multiproxy network.77 In an
as yet unresolved contradiction of results, the
RegEM-Ridge and TTLS reconstructions yield very
similar real-world reconstructions from the MBH99
network, despite the demonstrated tendency of the
former method to lose significant variance in PPEs
while the latter does not. All of these discussions ulti-
mately indicate that the ability of RegEM and other
methods to produce skillful CFRs became an
BOX 1
BASICS OF CFR METHODOLOGY
In the simplest of terms, CFR methods relate a
matrix of climate proxies to a matrix of climate
data during a common time interval (generally
termed the calibration interval) using a linear
model. If P is an m × n matrix of proxy values
and T is an r × n matrix of instrumental temper-
ature records, where m is the number of prox-
ies, r is the number of spatial locations in the
instrumental field, and n is the time of overlap
between the proxy and instrumental data, the
linear relationship is written,
T’ = BP’ + ε;
where B is a matrix of regression coefficients
with dimensions r × m, ε is the residual error
and the primes indicate that the T and
P matrices have been centered and normalized
over the time interval of n. According to stand-
ard linear regression theory, the error variances
of all the elements in ε are simultaneously mini-






where the superscript T denotes the matrix
transpose. Temperature thus can be estimated,
or ‘reconstructed,’ using the regression matrix
B during periods in which proxy data are availa-
ble but observed temperatures are not.
While the above formalism is straightfor-
ward, it works best when the system is over-
determined, that is, the time dimension n is
much larger than the spatial dimension m. The
challenge for CFR methods involves the manner
in which B is estimated in practical situations
when this condition is not met. It is often the
case in CFRs that the number of target variables
exceeds the time dimension, yielding an ill-
posed estimation problem. For instance, in most
global or NH CFRs, the number of grid cells in
the climate field is typically on the order of
many hundreds or a few thousands, while the
observational record usually contains 150 annual
fields or less. The number of proxies is typically
on the order of a few tens to hundreds, which
may exceed or at least be comparable to the
time dimension. In such cases, the cross-
covariance and covariance matrices in the esti-
mate of B cannot be well estimated. The
estimate therefore requires some form of regu-
larization to apply additional constraints on the
problem, which is a well-established statistical
method for solving ill-posed estimation pro-
blems and preventing over-fitting. Forms of
regularization are widely discussed in the litera-
ture and represent a continuing area of statisti-
cal and computational research.141–146 A
detailed technical review of these regression
challenges specifically in the context of the
paleoclimate reconstruction problem is pro-
vided by Ref 147 and other cogent discussions
have been provided by multiple
authors.105–107,140
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emergent subject of debate in the late 2000s, which
was made further relevant by the fact that RegEM-
TTLS was used to derive an updated global tempera-
ture CFR in 2009.138
MAPPING ERRORS AND SKILL
The true value of CFRs is in their ability to provide
spatiotemporal information that can be used to inter-
pret large-scale dynamics and more completely com-
pare reconstructions to last-millennium climate
model simulations. Early appreciation of the value of
spatial information was demonstrated in various
studies,23,24,33,154 as was the potential for comparing
model simulations to either reconstructed indi-
ces155,156 or patterns from CFRs.138,157 Particularly,
these latter studies are evidence of the importance of
evaluating CFR skill not only in terms of hemispheric
and global mean temperature indices, but also in
terms of their reconstructed spatial patterns. The
importance of evaluating spatial skill has been long
recognized in tree-ring based CFRs of hydrocli-
mate130,158,159 and limited spatial skill assessments
were provided for early temperature CFRs.23,24 Some
later studies also reported summaries of field statis-
tics or provided spatial plots of some skill metrics in
either PPEs or real-world CFRs.67,77,135 Overwhelm-
ingly, however, the early evaluations of CFR meth-
ods focused on their ability to derive skillful NH or
global mean indices, but such evaluations are insuffi-
cient for assessing the spatial performance of CFRs
(see, e.g., the review in Smerdon11).
The first few studies that directly assessed spa-
tial skill of CFR methods reported significant varia-
tions in spatial performance. These demonstrations
were done in regional studies,160–162 but were investi-
gated at hemispheric and global scales as
well.137,138,140 The first global-scale PPE analysis was
published in 2011 and evaluated the spatial skill of
four CFR methods using two model-based PPEs and
showed significant spatial variations in the skill per-
formance of each method.81 A growing number of
PPE studies have since appeared and evaluate the
spatial performance of hemispheric or global CFRs
in PPE contexts.103–107,163–167 Some of these studies
have noted that the construction of more realistic
pseudoproxies can further degrade the spatial skill of
CFRs, and that the character of the model-simulated
fields can influence PPE conclusions about CFR spa-
tial skill.105,166
Among the various conclusions of PPEs that
have focused on spatial skill is the realization that
important spatial errors can exist in CFRs derived
from a range of state-of-the-art methods and these
errors are expressed relatively consistently across all
techniques. The magnitude of error has been shown
to be dependent on the character and level of noise in
pseudoproxy networks, the pseudoproxy distribu-
tions and availability back in time, whether the pseu-
doproxies sample univariate or multivariate climate
characteristics, and method-specific parameter
choices such as the degree of regularization in multi-
variate regression formulations. An emerging exam-
ple of the implications of these results surrounds the
interpretation of the La Niña-like pattern in the dif-
ference between the MCA and LIA periods in the
Mann et al.138 CFR. This pattern is compelling
because it supports a long-standing hypothesis that
increased radiative forcings during the MCA may
have caused a centuries-long mean shift in the tropi-
cal Pacific due to a hypothesized ocean thermostat
mechanism.168 Among other implications of such a
prolonged shift in the mean state of the El Niño-
Southern Oscillation phenomenon is the possibility
that it could explain the infamous megadroughts that
occurred throughout the North American West dur-
ing the MCA (see Refs 169 and 170 for reviews).
Despite these interesting possible explanations and
the demonstration of the pattern in one CFR,138 sub-
sequent PPEs have shown the capacity for some CFR
methods to produce La Niña-like patterns on centen-
nial timescales that are not characteristic of the origi-
nal model fields.167 More directly, Wang et al.106 has
shown that the MCA–LIA pattern is not robust when
using two multiproxy networks and multiple meth-
ods and proxy selection choices. While these findings
will be further refined, they speak to the importance
of more fully vetting the field skill of contemporary
methods using multiple models and PPE designs,
while more directly connecting PPE results to the spe-
cific characteristics of real proxies and climate fields.
BACK TO THE FUTURE
Over the course of developments in temperature
reconstructions since AR3, as reflected in the progres-
sion of estimates presented in Figure 1, the hockey
metaphor itself has evolved. The clearer emergence of
the MCA and LIA on the shaft of the hockey stick,
but still leading to a strong 20th-century warming,
might warrant a comment that the hockey stick is
bent, but not broken. Another commonly used phras-
ing has suggested that the growing number of recon-
structions that have appeared since MBH99 have
progressed from a hockey stick to a full hockey team
with the implication being that the collective
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ensemble of reconstructions supports the conclusions
derived from the original Hockey Stick reconstruc-
tion. It would be a mistake, however, to assume that
similarities among reconstructions in Figure 1(d) and
(e) are indicative of a cohesive group that broadly
agrees about the means and ways of climate recon-
struction and interpretation. To the contrary, it has
been the differences between the reconstructions
represented in Figure 1(d) and (e) that have moti-
vated much of the research over the past 15 years or
more on CE temperature variability. These differ-
ences have driven an evolving understanding about
the importance of developing proxies in under-
sampled regions, the spectral fidelity of proxy
records, the statistical methods and uncertainties of
climate reconstruction techniques, the similarities and
differences between reconstructed and modeled esti-
mates of CE climate, and the dynamics of forced and
internal climate variability.
In the spirit of reconciling the differences
between the various reconstruction estimates, per-
haps the most important step has been, and will con-
tinue to be, the immense effort to expand proxy
networks, understand the climate signals and noise
that they contain, and to characterize and improve
the methods used to homogenize proxies into index
or field reconstructions. The PAGES2k Consor-
tium95,113 effort has been an important initiative to
organize the proxy compilation task, which was
founded on the premise that groups of domain and
region-specific proxy experts are best suited to deter-
mine the appropriate proxy records for inclusion in
multiproxy networks used for hemispheric and
global reconstructions. This effort has been transpar-
ent in its efforts and selection criteria and has made
public access to employed proxy records a priority.95
Record collection has also continued apace as proxy
experts work to expand observations in poorly
sampled areas, such as the tropics, the oceans and
the Southern Hemisphere.113,171–173
With the increase in the availability and diver-
sity of proxy records, the prospect of screening proxy
networks has also become a practice within the field.
This process can include any number of desirable a
priori proxy screening criteria such as their temporal
extent, resolution, public availability, temperature
sensitivity, site selection, or their method of proces-
sing (e.g., the standardization method of a tree-ring
chronology).95,100,113,117,174,175 Statistical screening
of proxies based on their association with tempera-
ture has also been explored,105,106,117 but the impli-
cations of statistical selection bias must also be
further addressed in these contexts.176 In general, the
ability to consider different proxy screening strategies
is a positive development stemming from the increas-
ing number of available proxies. Among the many
benefits of these capabilities, networks can and
should be constructed with updated proxy records
processed with state-of-the-art methods and
understanding99–101 while allowing independent
reconstruction verifications from withheld proxies
that may have different spectral resolutions.100
In addition to proxy record acquisition and net-
work construction, many research communities also
have worked to understand and model proxy systems
from a process-based perspective.177–184 These efforts
are not only promising as a means of understanding
the more fundamental multivariate and non-linear
responses of proxy systems,166,179 but also may
allow more realistic process-based models describing
climate-proxy connections to be incorporated into
reconstruction methodologies.179 Efforts to under-
stand the spectral fidelity of proxies have also contin-
ued. For lower frequencies (decadal and longer) this
process will always be limited by the difficulty of
ground truthing low-frequency variability against an
instrumental record that is only about 150 years long
and of course growing only very slowly (year by
year!) in real time. A recent contradiction in the liter-
ature highlights this fundamental challenge. An anal-
ysis of multiple proxy records in North America and
model data concludes that climate models underesti-
mate low-frequency precipitation variability and
must be adjusted to better reflect the spectral charac-
ter of climate estimates from proxies that have redder
spectral densities.185 A contemporary study186 simi-
larly compares model, tree-ring and observational
data (for both temperature and precipitation glob-
ally) and also notes that tree-ring records are redder
than the observational and model data. The authors
nevertheless conclude exactly the opposite of the
former study, by indicating that the differences sug-
gest that tree-ring records are biased red.
In contrast to the challenges of assessments on
decadal and centennial timescales, a more positive
recent example highlights successes evaluating spec-
tral fidelity on interannual timescales. In attempts to
explain differences between large-scale temperature
responses to volcanic eruptions estimated from tree
rings and those simulated in climate models, Mann
et al.187 proposed that these differences were the con-
sequence of missing rings in the tree-ring record due
to extreme cold during the growing season subse-
quent to an eruption. This hypotheses has been
rejected,188–191 but one awareness developed around
its evaluation has been how volcanic responses are
represented in maximum latewood density and ring
width records.99,101,190,191 The latter quantity is
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subject to strong biological persistence that is
thought to impose higher temporal autocorrelation in
derived chronologies, while density records display
lower autocorrelation (see Wilson et al.101 for a
cogent review of these issues). The consequence for
estimates of climatic cooling subsequent to volcanic
eruptions are that density records indicate enhanced
cooling spikes in the year directly following the erup-
tion and a quicker return to mean climate, relative to
width records that tend to smooth the signal and
yield smaller deviations that persist
longer.99,101,191,192 This awareness is spurring new
attempts to better characterize climatic responses to
volcanic eruptions, but it remains uncertain how the
relative contributions of ring width and density may
influence the decadal and centennial variability of
large-scale reconstructions. Regardless, the spectral
fidelity of proxies remains a critical topic of research
that is vital to our ability to characterize climate vari-
ability over a wide range of timescales.
All of the above efforts can be classified as a
more general attempt to better characterize the sig-
nals, noise and uncertainties in proxy records. It is
beyond the scope of this review to discuss the classifi-
cation of these constituent elements for individual
proxy systems (a proxy-specific discussion is pro-
vided in the review by Jones et al.9), but it is impor-
tant to note that from the perspective of large-scale
reconstruction efforts the characterization of noise
and uncertainties is in part contingent on the statisti-
cal models that are embedded in calibration or recon-
struction techniques. For example, calibrations that
assume univariate linear relationships between prox-
ies and temperature by definition leave any proxy
variance defined by other climate covariates or non-
linear proxy responses as noise. Attempts to charac-
terize signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) under these uni-
variate linear assumptions have demonstrated a wide
range (~0.1–1.3) of SNRs in contemporary multi-
proxy networks.105 Moreover, the impact of SNR on
the spatial uncertainties of CFRs can have compli-
cated spatial patterns,81,105,167 including the spatial
expression of spectral biases in high and low frequen-
cies.167 Continued efforts to better characterize sig-
nal, noise and uncertainties in proxy systems is
therefore important and must ultimately be con-
nected to methodological efforts to derive large-scale
reconstructions and their uncertainties. Moreover,
one person’s noise may be another person’s signal,
and further understanding the often multivariate
climate-proxy relationship is important for better
mining each proxy record for the complete climate
signal that it contains. As we have already described,
proxy system models use approximations of the non-
linear and multivariate responses of proxy systems in
attempts to improve proxy interpretation and evalua-
tion. Application of these models in reconstruction
contexts may ultimately prove more effective than
the univariate linear models that have been primarily
used to date. Alternatively, more guided network
selections may also allow tailored networks that bet-
ter match the underlying assumptions of reconstruc-
tion methodologies.101
Research into reconstruction methods also has
brought new insights and best practices to the field.
Various forms of index reconstruction methods are
now available, many of which appear to be skillful at
reconstructing regional to global temperature indices
given assumed levels and character of noise in the
proxy records.98,110,113,117,193 However, work to
understand CFR skill reveals that uncertainties
remain. Perhaps most fundamentally, these methods
unsurprisingly do best where data are
dense,81,98,105,106,111,167 pointing to the obvious need
for more proxy records in regions of limited or no
sampling. Despite the fact that the spatiotemporal
information of a given CFR is its greatest utility, spa-
tial patterns in these reconstructions are also still sub-
ject to considerable uncertainties and should be
interpreted cautiously. Emerging techniques based on
formulations that go beyond multivariate regression
models show promise as new CFR techniques,
including Bayesian hierarchical
modeling,100,111,161,162,194 Markov random fields107
and data assimilation.155,156,165,195 Even for tradi-
tional CFR methods, more is being done to vet
reconstruction products106 and determine how to
compare their characteristics beyond aggregated spa-
tial means.103,104 Increased proxy densities may also
allow more locally constrained approaches130–134,159
and enhanced attention on the seasonal window dur-
ing which the proxies are sensitive.113,196 This latter
issue is particularly critical and deserves further
attention in large-scale reconstruction efforts. While
seasonal sensitivities have long been discussed in the
respective proxy communities, and to some extent in
the large-scale reconstruction literature,196 multi-
proxy networks are often used to target annual cli-
mate fields despite comprising proxies with many
different seasonal windows of sensitivity.5,106,117,138
Some large-scale reconstruction efforts have confined
the season of temperature reconstruction,100,113,134
but further tests on the impacts of seasonal sampling
windows is warranted.
Reconstruction and new modeling efforts also
have coalesced to form important insights in the
study of the CE. Phase 3 of the Paleoclimate Model-
ling Intercomparison Project and Phase 5 of the
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Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (PMIP3/
CMIP5), produced in conjunction with AR5,
adopted the last-millennium experiment into the
PMIP3/CMIP5 framework.69 An important aspect of
the experimental design was that all of the simula-
tions were created with the same configurations and
resolutions as the equivalent model experiments for
the historical, future projections and preindustrial
control runs. This has revolutionized the ability of
paleoclimatic model-data comparisons to have direct
relevance for 21st-century climate projections. Ana-
lyses of last-millennium simulations consequently
have more broadly focused on interpretations of last-
millennium dynamics197–202 and on benchmarking
future projections against the last millennium.203 In a
similar vein, more modeling centers are beginning to
produce last-millennium ensemble simulations that
include single forcing runs,71,204,205 which allow for
robust separation of forced and internal variability
and assessment of climate responses to individual
radiative forcings. These efforts have made compari-
sons between reconstructions and model simulations
a powerful means of gaining insight into the climate
of the CE that goes beyond hemispheric or global
means, and has similarly provided evaluations of
model performance with direct quantitative relevance
to future projections. Methods of model-data com-
parison are also fundamental, and recent research is
exploring how best to perform them197–200,206,207
and how they might be used to constrain future
projections.208
AN EMERGING ORCHESTRA
All of the above developments are driving a new age
of research on the climate of the CE and contributing
to a detailed historical account of how and why cli-
mate evolved over the last several millennia. These
advances are encouraging more cohesive and collabo-
rative investigations into the dynamics of climate var-
iability and change over decades to centuries.
Understanding and characterizing how climate varies
on these time scales is fundamental to assessing the
full range of risks associated with the combined
impact of anthropogenic climate change and internal
climate variability – the near-term future will be sig-
nificantly impacted by both.209,210
It may indeed be time to abandon the hockey
metaphor altogether, in favor of one that portrays the
research evolution in this field as a collection of musi-
cians in an orchestra who are warming up and tuning
their instruments prior to a performance. The cacopho-
nous mixture of sound during such moments comprises
contributions from many instruments, each with their
own tonal range of frequencies and each contributing
to the collective sound in the chamber. As the musi-
cians continue to warm up, however, the sound
becomes more cohesive and instead of disharmony, the
ensemble of instruments begins to coalesce around
common meters and melodies. The continuing attempts
to reconstruct and understand the climate of the CE
are not unlike this orchestral analogy. Different prox-
ies, methods and models passed through a period of
dissonance, but from the early cacophony some har-
mony has arisen. Subsequent progress in several impor-
tant areas has revealed common tones in an emerging
scientific composition, one that provides an improved
understanding of how Earth’s climate has varied over
the CEd. Our understanding of climate over the last
2000 years will never be defined with the precision of a
symphonic composition, but progress in many impor-
tant areas has discovered common tones that now con-
tribute to an improved understanding. Prospects for
the future include the addition of new instruments to
our scientific orchestra; some will enhance our cover-
age of temporal frequencies, others will provide greater
geographic coverage, and still others will illuminate not
only temperature, but also hydrological variables,
salinity, ice cover and more. Continued development of
reconstruction techniques will improve the synthesis of
these new and growing proxy networks while better
characterizing the strengths and uncertainties of the
spatial and temporal information in reconstruction
products.
Perhaps the ultimate prospect will be to incorpo-
rate the empirical knowledge gleaned from proxy
reconstructions into the evaluation and improvement
of climate model simulations. These efforts will be
rooted in data-model comparisons over the CE that
evaluate model performance and constrain projections
of future climate based on these comparisons. In this
truly quantitative way, the spirit expressed in the
Churchill quote that opened this review can actually
be realized as a means of peering into the future with
stronger constraints from the past.
NOTES
a Earlier nomenclature referenced the First and Second
Assessment Reports as the FAR and SAR respectively, but
we eschew this designation because of the eventual ambigu-
ity among the First, Fourth, and Fifth Assessment Reports.
We reference the five IPCC Assessment Reports as AR1
through AR5.
b Despite its wide use in the dendroclimatic literature,
standardization can be ambiguous in this context because
it is used differently in other branches of data analysis and
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statistics and even in the context of climate reconstructions
where it can mean the normalization and centering of a
timeseries. Detrending is therefore often used as an alterna-
tive and synonymous term in the literature. We nevertheless
continue to use the term standardization herein, given its
widespread usage in the dendroclimatological literature.
c Although not applied to reconstruct the global tempera-
ture field, various authors128,129 used the reduced space
optimal interpolation method to reconstruct Pacific Ocean
sea surface temperatures from 1607–1990. Similarly, the
point-by-point regression scheme130 was developed to pro-
duce continental-scale CFRs targeting hydroclimate130–133
and temperature.134 Alternative CFR methods were there-
fore being discussed in the literature contemporaneous to
the hemispheric and global temperature debates, but they
were being applied in different contexts.
d From the perspective of this climate analogy, it is ironic
that the instrument (the oboe) that is commonly used for the
tonal calibration of the other instruments during the warm-
up period is selected because its voice, among all the instru-
ments, is least sensitive to the variable conditions of tempera-
ture, humidity, and air circulation in the orchestra hall.
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